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 Many highly developed industrial countries pay much attention to the creation of the 

positron-emission tomography (PET) centers attached to the large medical establishment. As 

a rule they include except PET a compact cyclotron for producing positron-radiant ultra-

temporary product radionuclides (carbon-11, azote-14, oxygen-15, fluorine-18 and etc.) based 

on water and gaseous targets. 

 At present there are no information about regulating and setting up such medical 

centers, moreover, requirements which must be presented to the sanitary inspection agency at 

the documents examination are incompletely represented. 

 The radionuclides – as a cause of positron – provide a quantitative, localized, 

functional and biochemical information about status of systems and organs. It is practically 

impossible to receive another approaches in clinical diagnostic. The PET researches are used 

for studying the function of brain, matathetical processes in the organism, state by 

myocardium, and also in neuroscience, endocrinology and the other. 

 During 2001-2003 years specialists of the Moscow Medical Center (MMC) have been 

reviewing the hygienic expert examination of the 5 versions of the PET’s cabinets installation 

in therapeutic and prophylactic offices. 

 And one of the projects for operating ultra-temporary products is submitted in our 

report. It foresees the usage of protonic beam of the self-protected cyclotron RDS/111 (CTJ 

PET System (USA)). It’s energy of irradiation (protonic beam) is 11 MeV. The cyclotron is 

placed in the additional building of the radiological trunk on the territory of the Moscow 

Clinical hospital. The firm-supplier presented the certificate-accordance of State atomic 

control (SAC) by Russia for the production (the medical cyclotronic accelerator – cyclotron 

“Cyclotron RDS – 111”, including the recruit makes, wiring material and repair-parts and also 

the certificate-accordance of SAC and the registration licence of Ministry of health protection 

by Russia for the positron-emission tomography EXAT EXACT by “Siemens” (Germany). In 

the other projects the transport delivery of the isotope fluorine-18 for tests was foreseen. 

 The positronic radionuclides are resulted in protected area on cyclotron with maximal 

activity for each isotope individually and the order, which is determined by clinico-

diagnostical concerns. 



 The technological process of producing the ultra-temporary radionuclides consists of 

the following processes: 

- preparation target; 

- ray treatment of the target by protonic beam with energy 11 MeV; 

- extraction of the targets and transportation of the irradiated target matter to the protected 

boxes of the radiochemical laboratory for picking out the active material and usage it for 

further synthesis of the radio-pharm-preparations and labeled compounds. 

The transport of the active gases and liquids from cyclotron to hot-tempered boxes 

materializes in the protected channels using pipe-line. Because of the fact that we need the 

additional architectonic decision when the channels ran in the wall, the best position for 

securing protection is floor that is why all the channels ran in the floor. 

As a base raw material for production radionucliades gas from balloons or mineral 

solution is used, and also the water of stable isotopical composition. The ray treated matter 

transfers using pipe-line by gas compact. Moving speed of the targets from cyclotron to 

protected boxes of biochemical laboratory is 0,1 m/s. 

 The synthesis of radio-pharmaceutical specimens and labeled compounds is realized in 

laboratory by unattended regime using automatic units and remote-acting operated facilities. 

At the same time radio-pharmaceutical compounds are packed in vacuum flacons and taken to 

the special coffins to be kept out. Before dispatch for the radio-diagnostic research these 

preparations do quality, radiochemical and pureness tests in the laboratory of quality control. 

 The solution of all these problems must be carried out in the vastly short period from 

the moment the synthesis has finished to the moment of the taking the preparation to a patient 

in. So, the block of the radionuclidical securing of the production ultra-temporary isotopics 

carbon-11 (Half decay period - T ½ - 20,4 min.), azote-13 (T ½ - 10 min.), oxygen-15 (T ½ - 

2 min.), fluorine-18 (T ½ - 110 min.) with energy of irradiation 511 keV includes a complex 

of rooms: 

- rooms for the result a radionuclides (cyclotron area, operation room, targets preparation 

room, area of the chiller for the cyclotron, workshop, waste storage area, bathing and 

delousing establishment); 

- groups for the synthesis of radio-pharm-preparations (synthesis laboratory, laboratory of 

the control and quality, preparation laboratory, repair rooms, sluice, staff rooms and 

reagent warehouse. 

The block of the radiodiagnostical research include the treatment room for PET, the 

operating room, the area for handling information, treatment room for intaking the radio-



pharm-preparations, filling room, laboratory for express-analysis blood before and after 

research, WC for patients with intaken radio-pharm-preparations and at last area for transient 

(during 30 – 40 min.) staying the patient with intaked radio-pharm-preparations in the lay 

position before the research. 

The tomograph handling is realized from operating-room where the eyeglass is 

foreseen. Eyeglass fitted out the protect lead-impregnated glass with plumbic equivalent (in 

the vicinity of 5 mm) for human observation for a patient. Also there is intercom installation 

for double-sided connection in the operating room. 

The computation protection of the cyclotron treatment room during designing a 

project based on the original facts about power dosage in the strong points (distance 1 m from 

producer of irradiation). The necessary thickness of area protection of cyclotron treatment 

from gamma-irradiation and neutron irradiation (depends on the project power dosage and 

distance to strong point) – is per concrete (consistence of concrete – 2,3 g/sm3) from 40 to 60 

sm. 

Neutronic irradiation is screened with the aim of the ethylene polymer. It’s thickness 

is 10 sm. The areas of radioisotopical block, treatment rooms of the PET, wards for transient 

staying of the patients with intaken radio-pharm-preparations also require protection in 

accordance with executed calculating. 

On base of the hygienic requirements in sublation unit PET the common areas specific 

for this separation are projected. There are: the curator’s office, staff room, room of charge 

nurse, room of engineer and health physicist, area for keeping clean and dirty linen, WC for 

patients and staff, material room, registration office and other. These areas don’t require 

protection. 

According to the project after diagnostics using PET the patients go out from sublation 

unit without preliminary staying, because the power dosage of the gamma-irradiation on the 

distance within 1 m from a patient mustn’t exceed 3 mcZv/h. 

 While the projects examination all probable accidents which can happen in the case of 

any technology violation were discussed: 

1. Burning of the target’s foil paper. 

2. Depressuring of the pipe-line for delivery liquid irradiated solution from cyclotron to the 

laboratory of the synthesis. 

3. The spillage the radio-pharm-preparation in the laboratory of the control and quality, 

filling-room or treatment room. 



The burning of the target’s fail paper is result of the system malfunction of the target 

cooling. The temporary radionuclides transfer to cavity between the construction of the 

cyclotron and the protection, then to the air of the room, and further in to the ventilating 

system. 

While the fluid evaporation the power dosage gamma-irradiation and the 

concentration of the radionuclides in the air will exceed the admissible ranges. And it is fixed 

by the dosimetric monitoring system in the protected boxes of the radiochemical laboratory. 

Besides that there is audio and light alarm-warning system. 

In this case all staff is evacuated from laboratory and adjacent areas, temporary 

excerption because activity decay needs time, the equipment is repaired and the deactivation 

is done. Per break of the pipe installation the irradiated solution go in to the technological 

channel. Due to the fact that the irradiated targets ran in the hermetic teflon pipe by 4 mm 

diameter, which is parked in hermetic stainless steel pipe and these pipes are hermetically 

appendant to the hot-tempered boxes. Because the break of the teflonic pipe don’t cause the 

passing out the activity into the area. 

These two variants of the accident are the most radioactive. In the project analysis to 

the present exact justification that this situation isn’t accompanied by the pollution, that 

required determination of the control area around the PET central building. The control area is 

within 6 m from the building because of the fact, that the power dosage on the outside wall in 

the computing of the protect respond – 1,2 mcZv/h. There were determinated values of the 

emission of radioactive substance into the atmosphere, also the same statistics about 

atmospheric plum spread with allowance for lay of land, round the building, wide roses and 

another factors in the project. 

 On the ground of all researches there were put in words the main tasks, such as 

working out of the hygienic standards for producing ultra-temporary product isotopes, 

determination of the staff, choosing rooms and it’s floor spaces, a lot of requirements – 

ventilation trimming, safety of the working places, technological equipment and organization 

of the fixed radiation control. 

 Besides that, there were worked out special requirements to the clarification tanks 

equipment for liquid radioactive waste and to the time of being a patient in the department 

after diagnostic researches using fluorine-18. 


